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Introduction
Purpose of the essay.
Ask the average reader what he knows of Noah Webster, and
the answer, unless he confuses him with the illustrious Daniel,
will bo, " Oh, yes! The dictionary writer." The importance of
his Dictionary and Speller seems to have eclipsed all else in
his many sided career. That Noah Webster was a political writer
in the early years of the United States is little Known. Yet,
Just as in later years we have come to think of the name, "Bennett",
as synonomous with the New York Herald
.
"Greeley" with the
Tribune . "Pulitzer" with the World , and "Brisbane" with the
Journal. so once the name, "Webster", meant to everyone not a
dictionary, but the New York Minerva and Commercial Advertiser .
Just as now most papers have decided party views, so Webster*
s
papers were decidedly partisan, being Federalist Journals.
Webster's Journalism was for the period in which it occurred.
When the events of that period were over, its end was accomplished.
This may explain why his Journalism seems to be all but forgotten
to-day. There are only two biographies of Webster, one by Scudder,
who suggests that perhaps the twentieth century will deal more
fairly with Webster as a political writer, the other by Mrs. Ford,
who gives an excellent account of Webster's career as a journalist.
Aside from these sources anyone wishing Jmformation on the sub-
jects and nature of Webster's Journalism must go to his news-
papers themselves. He must decide the importance of Webster's
work in the light of the events of .that period and the opinions

i
o£ his contemporaries.
Irom the editorials of Webster I shall endeavor to show
the subjects of his Journalism, his political views and his
style of writing. I am considering his writings only to the
year 1798, since from that time on the Federalist Party grew
weak. Also in that year Webster gave up an active interest in
his papers, and sold them in 1803. His most Important work as
a Journalist, therefore, was done between 1793 and 1798.
Political Parties.
Origin.
Between 1793 and 1 7o$> the country was split by partisan
politics. To understand Webster a knowledge of the parties and
their beliefs is essential. It is a characteristic of human
beings to have opinions, not necessarily based on knowledge,
sometimes the less knowledge, the stronger the opinion. Government
has always been a favorite subject for opinions. Sooner or later
those who find their opinions on government similar will be
Joined together in a political party, bound to organize the
proper machinery with which to carry out their ideas.
Such was the case in the United States in 1788. The question
of adopting a new government was before the representatives
of the people in the state legislatures. iSven the man on the street
who had not read the Constitution had his opinion it. These
people as well as the members of the legislatures formed two
groups, the Ratifyers and the Non-Ratifyers, or Federalists
and Anti-Federalists. The party a man Joined seemed to depend
somewhat on his occupation, for merchants, traders, and professional
men were of the opinion that a strong central government was

3was necessary for their interests, and became Federalists.
On the other hand, farmers and debtors, sometimes synonoraous,
preferred life under state sovereignty , and joined the Anti-
Federalists. It is not strange that there grew up in the Federalist
group a distrust of the masses, and a desire to keep political
power in the hands of the upper classes. The farmers felt that
they had fought to overthrow one central government; why be
burdened with another? They wished more rights and power for
the common people in government. The federalists learned the
secret of organization first, developed a satisfactory party
machinery, and won. Then party diferences seamed to die away,
as men turned their attention to starting the new government.
Another sharp issue, however, was bound to bring out again
conflicting opinions and resulting party spirit. This was fur-
nished in 1791 by Alexander Hamilton's financial policy of
establishing national credit at home and abroad by paying debts,
establishing a bank, assuming states' debts, and raising revenues
by the tariff and excise. Planters and farmers of the South,
thrifty citizens, Intolerant of speculators, opposed this plan,
while city people, merchants, professional men and financiers
were greatly In favor of it. To support his bank policy
Hamilton formulated his theory of powers implied in the Consti-
tution, thus starting a liberal Interpretation of the Constitution,'
Hamilton's party still called themselves Federalists, but it
was not the same party as that of 1738. The opponents of Hamilton's
plan soon dropped their old name, Antl-Federali»»fl,and called
themselves Republicans, since they had developed a sympathy
1. Bassett,John Spencer, The Federal 1 qfr System . Chapter 2

4with French Republicans at the time of the French Revolution.
Jefferson became fche leader of this opposition.
Party Beliefs.
The Federalists still ahd a distrust of popular government.
John Adams voiced this later in his gssays QaxJ la, when he
spoke of a government in which the enlightened classes should
have the most influence, a government of the rich, the well
1
born, the able. Naturally this group was conservative. They
realized that even with Hamilton's plans adopted, a strong central
government could not be built in a day. Years of patient
waiting might be necessary. Waiting for wealth to accumulate,
for foreign and frontier problems to be solved, and most of all
for a more balanced public opinion to be created in order that
2
a truly national spirit might be spread among the people.
Jefferson, beside* defeating Hamilton's plans of running
the country, wished to build up a real democracy , and to overthrow
class influence, an Inheritance from England. To strengthen
their party and support their cause the Republicans touched as
many keys of the public mind as possible. They brought over
to their side all those, and they were many, who had a strong
feeling against .England and those who still felt deeply grate-
ful to France for her aid during the American Revolution. They
also galnea those who felt that the national government tended
to crush the power of the states, those who had an inborn
prejudice against monarchy and wealth, and those who were
Jealous of the conservative element of business and professional
1. Bassett. The Fgjjgxallst System , p 48.
2. Ibid., p 117.
2

5men and of the sections in which they lived. Thus the Republicans
began to build up a great machine of many parts.*
Party newspapers.
Both parties felt the need of strengthening their cause
through newspaper appeals to public opinion. Before this time
newspapers were for the most part mere enterprises of the
printers. They were composed of voluntary contributions consisting
of discussions of political and economic questions. Now it
became evident that able editors were needed to support party
policies. On April II, 1789 John Fenno's Gazette of the United
States was published in New York. Fenno was not just a printer,
but a Boston school teacher, who was recommended to the Federalist
leaders as a writer " whose achievements are very handsome" . ~
He always referred to himself as an editor, not printer or pub-
lisher of his paper. Hamilton first intended to use tnis paper
to strengthen his party in the city of New York. As his policies
developed, however, he widened the scope of the paper, and in
1790 he had Fenno move to Philadelphia and continue publishing
ther.
Leading Republicans felt the need of counteracting the in-
fluence of The Gazette of the United States . which Jefferson
called 11 a paper of pure Toryism disseminating the doctrines of
monarchy, aristocracy, and the exclusion of the influence of the
people. "With this in mind Jefferson said, "We have been trying
to get another weekly or half weekly paper set up excluding
advertisements, so that it might go through the states, and
rurnish a Whig vehicle of intelligence." J
ii
Therefore Jefferson offered Philip Freneau the position of
translating clerk in the state department at a salary of #250
a year with apparently the understanding that he should edit
1. Bassett, The Federalist System. p43-44
2. illng, Charles, JULre and Corres pondence of Rufus King; . Vol. I,o357
3. Ford,F.L. Writings of Jefferson
. Vol.V, p. 336

a Republican newspaper. Madison urged ^reneau to accep^whieh
he did. In 1790 The National Gazette in Philadelphia was
started. This paper became the most biting critic of public men
and policies in the United States. Freneau not only discovered
1
the weak points in Hamilton's armor, but penetrated them effectively.
In retaliation Hamilton wrote or Jefferson,
" He is the instigator and patron of a certain gazette
published in this city, wie oojecu and tendency of which are to
vilify and depreciate the government of the United States, to
misrepresent and to traduce the administration of it except the
single department of which that gentleman is the head, implicating
in the most virulent censure the majorities of both houses, the
heads both of the Treasury and War Departments, and sparing not
even the chief magistrate himself. 2
Freneau' s thrusts had struck home. Finally Washington
called his two secretaries together to ask them to stop these
attacks since their dissensions and bitterness were harming the
nation. Each denied his responsibility, blamed the other, and
the papers continued.
Another Republican newspaper
,
The General Advertiser , had
been published In Philadelphia by Benjamin Franklin Bache,
grand 8 on of Benjamin Franklin. In 1794 he prefixed Aurora to
its title. This paper became the leading Republican journal,
taking the place of The National Gazette which came to an end
October 26, 1793. No paper contained more violent abuse than
this one. It finally met its match when William Cobbett,an Eng-
lishman, after coming here went into journalism to express his
hatred of *rance. He had been nicknamed Peter Jorcupine. Hie
paper was Porcupine
' s Gazette and United States Advertiser^
Financially these papers were not successful. A credit
1. Bassett, The Federalist System, p 47
2. Gazette of the United States
. Sept. 15, 1792

7system of payment was common, and many failed to pay for their
subscriptions. In 1790 Fenno wrote, "The receipts for this
year 1790 d© not amount to more than half the actual expense
1
of the publication during the priod." - In 1793 he wrote the
following letter to Hamilton.
" After struggling for four and a half years with a compli-
cation of difficulties in supporting my publication, difficulties
which no industrious person has perhaps been called to encounter
since the organization of the general government, I am reduced
to a situation so embarrassing as to Incapacitate tne from
printing another paper without the aid of a considerable loan.
A loan of $2000, therefore, would relieve me, and not only so,
but place me in a situation which would supercede probably the
necessity of any further application of a similar kind
Though I have incessantly importuned my distant subscribers
and agents to make payment since the loth of September, I have
received only 35 l/4 Dollars, though accounts to the amount of
1500 Dollars have been forwarded thorough the period that has
elapsed since. I therefore conclude that tho I have more than
4000 Dollars due, there is no dependence to be placed on a fund
so wretchedly precarious Four years and a half of my
life is gone for nothing and worse(for I have a debt of 2500 Dol-
lars on my shoulders) if at this crisis the hand of benevolence
and patriotism is not extended." 2
Hamilton forwapded this letter to King with the suggestion
that while he was raising a thousand dollars in Philadelphia,
Kirif should do the same in New York. Apparently the " hand of
benevolence" was extended for the paper continued, but it was
not so successful as the party leaders ¥<dshed. Hamilton and
King began to look around for an able man to stafci another paper.
The principal reason for the federalists' desiring another
paper at this time was the division in the country which Citizen
Genet's arrival in this country had caused. Ever since 1778
we had been bound to France by the alliance made in the midst
of the American Revolution. Now the new republic of France of
France was at war with England. Genet had been sent here to
1
.
Bleyer, Willard Grosvenor, Main Currents in the History
of American Journalism . Chap. 4.
2. King, Life and Correspondence of Rufus jUng. Vol. I, p. 501-5fi2
4)
8to obtain our aid. What should we do 'i Thoughtful men saw all
sorts of dangers arising if we should be drawn into another war
with England. Yet a strong feeling of synpathy for France and
of hatred against England prevailed throughout the country.
Washington held a cabinet meeting at which he asked whether we
should adopt a policy of neutrality. Jefferson held that we
were still bound by the terms of alliance whether the government
of France had changed or not. Treaties were made with nations
not governments. Hamilton maintained that the treaty was not
binding since France had a new government. Washington issued
a proclamation of ileutrality, although he did not use the word
neutrality. This was a blow to Genet. Nevertheless, he went
on with his plans. He fitted out privateers in our ports, planned
an expedition to Florida against Spain, and through the news-
papers appealed to the people over the head of Washington, *lth
the result that Jefferson in his position of Secretary of State
asked France to recall him.
Genet's arrival had given the Democratic masses a chance
to express their feelings. He had been given ovations from the
time of his arrival until he reached Philadelphia. The people
were for the first time taking an active part in public affairs.
Freneau and Bache through their papers were arousing the people.
Democratic clubs sprang up in every city and town which had
welcomed Genet. These clubs like the Jacobin Clubs in -taris
furnished a means of organization to the people and created power
for the masses.
The Federalists feared for their policy of neutrality.
1. Bowers, Claude, Hamilton and Jefferson, p. 217.
J
9.
At this crisis Noah Webster, Junior of Hartford, Connecticut
made a journey to New York. There he was asked by Mr. James
Watson to establish a newspaper to oppose Genet's designs and to
maintain neutrality. Capital was furnished presumably through
the efforts of Hamilton and King, On December 9, 1793 The
Minerva and Mercantile avenin/r Advertiser, the first daily paper
in New York City was published. In the next year a semi -weekly
1
paper, The Herald
. .
_a Gazette for the Country , was also Issued.
-
This contained reprints from the Minerva and was intended
especially fer rural circulation. The editor of these new papers
would need courage for he was on the unpopular side. It required
little skill to lead the people toward what many of them fervently
desired, but the federalist policy was to be that of holding the
people back from following their sympathetic impulses of assistance
to France against England, fhis work might seem dull, uninterest-
ing, unheroic and inglorious, but it must be done for the sake
of a new country Just starting an experiment in government
which might be ruined by war. The editor must appeal not to
the roused passions of the people, but to their reasoning,
intellect and judgement. He must urge not action, but waiting
in the face of a loud clamor for action.
Noah Webster.
His previous career.
What sort of man had Hamilton and King selected* Noah
Webster was born October 16, 1758 in West Hartford, Connecticut.
During the Revolution he was a student at Yale. After graduation
he intended to study law, but taught first to get the necessary
I. Ford, £mily Ellsworth Fowler, Noah Webster. Vol. I, p. 365

10
money. He worked and studied law in the office of Jedediah
Strong in Litchfield Connecticut. In 1761 he was admitted to the
Bar in Hartford. The next few years were spent in waiting for
practice and in teaching. In this occupation he felt the lack
of suitable book* so keenly that in 1782 he wrote a spelling
book and grammar. These with a reader later made up The Grammatical
Institute of the English Language . When he was ready to publish
his books, he realized the need of copyright protection, for
which there was neither state or national law. He traveled through-
out the country Interviewing legislators and prominent men to
bring about such laws. Through these efforts he became well known
in educational and political circles,
Webster took an early interest in politics. He saw the
weakness of government under the Articles of Confederation, and
in 17^5 wrote his Sketches of American Policy showing up these
weaknesses. Madison praised these essays, and asked to have them
reprinted in Maryland, They may have influenced the opinion that
led up to the Annapolis Convention in 1786. Although there was
no dangerous opposition to the ratification of the new Constitution
in Connecticut, Webster worked hard for its ratification, and
considered the final outcome, a vote of 128 to 40 in favor of
1
ratification almost entirely due to his efiorts.
In 1789 he began to practise law in Hartford. Here he be-
came intimate with a group of men known as"The Hartford Wits",
among whom were John Trumbull, Oliver Wolcott, Joel Barlow and
Timothy Dwight.
1. Ford, Noah Webster
, Vol. I, p 67.
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" These men were the literary old guard of the eighteenth
century, suspicious of all innovation. As they saw that new
century coming in the guise of revolution giving
rise to Jacobin clubs and Jeffersonian democracy, they set
themselves seriously to the work of barring its progress through
their own little world . ...
All were Yale maa with a pronounced Yale predilection
for ...... .Federalism. Admiral representatives of the oligarchical
1
upper classas of the provincial society."
These men must have influenced the young Webster. In 1790
he collected the various articles he had written, and published
them in a four hundred page volume entitled Assays and Fugltlqr
Writings . During the next year he published many essays on
political, economic and literary topics. Many of these appeared
in the Connecticut Courant * Political letters of this sort
were the forerunners of modern editorials.
Political Beliefs.
It was inevitable that Webster's sympathies whould be with
the Federalists. It could hardly be otherwise in the case of
a man born in Connecticut, educated at *ale,and a friend of the
Hartford Wits. When the Federalist party arose, a strong Federalist
machine was built up in Connecticut. Tale University became
the center of that Mechanism. This state machine consisted of
state officers, assistants, a majority of the Assembly, the
county offleers, Justices of the peace and judges, in all perhaps 1000
to 1100 office holders. In schools schoolmasters were choseb by Federa-
list Boards of Examiners. Text books were by Federalist authors. Most
of the lawyers were Federalist. Law was learned not through text books, Du^
1
.
Parrington, V.L. The Colonial Mind , p 356
2. Purcell, Richard J., Connect i cut in Transition^ Chap. 7.
I.
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from the teachings of older Federalist lawyers, i^ost of the
clergy were Federalists. They imparted from the pulpit
Federalist doctrines along with religion, denouncing Republicans
as atheists, criminals and deluded dissenters. The Federalist
party was considered eminently respectablB, the Republicans,
the opposite.
The policy of Webster's papers is best expressed in his own
words in the first issue of the Minerva . December 9, 1793.
" The editor will endeavor to preserve this paper chaste
and Impartial This paper will be the friend of
government, of freedom, of virtue, and every species of improve*'
ment Newspapers like schools should be considered
the auxiliaries of government, and placed on a respectable foot-
ing, they should be heralds of truth, the protectors of peace
and good order."
A sim I ar statement appeared later when the name Minerva
was changed to Commercial Advertiser . Again the editor announced
that his paper would be the friend of government, morals, and
1
of truth
,
independent of party and of prejudice. From time
to time other statements explaining his editorial policy were
issued as,
"I have made it a point to act independent of all Influence
but that of my own judgement. The complexion of the matter in the
paper has been given by myself, and I alone am responsible for
the tenor of the opinion it contains. I have defended the admin-
istration of the national government because I believe it to
have been incorrupt and according to the spirit of the Consti-
tution, because if not perfect, it is probably the best we can
obtain, and because experience teaches us it has secured to us
our Important rights and great public prosperity. I have vindicated
neutrality because there has appeared no occasion for war, but
1. Commercial Advertiser
. Oct. 1, 1797.
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great advantages in peace."
On another occasion he wrote, "The conductor of this paper
has often been blamed by his friends for too much personal
independence and candor, but no man who knows him will accuse
him of subserviency to the views of others." That Webster
believed he was impartial in his papers is evident from the fol-
lowing printed in the Herald of Dec. 7, 1796.
"Newspapers are the vehicles of political intelligence,
and on them depends the first impression made by public events
on the minds of the people. This circumstance renders the
task of editors of public prints very delicate, and very Important,
especially at this eventful period The only
practice that deserves the name of impartiality is that which
rejects no fact or opinion which can throw light on the real
state of the world. The editor of a paper who selects for pub-
lication facts which favor one nation, and suppresses facts
which are to the disadvantage of that nation is not fit to
superintend the paper No man can be impartial
who does not judge with equal severity the measures of all foreign
nations. No conductor of a public newspaper is faithful to
his country that knowingly keeps out of view any .facts , measures,
or crimes of other nations. It is truth alone which enables us
to form a correct opinion of men and things."
Federalist policies expressed
in his papers.
Distrust of the people.
Such were the political beliefs and editorial policies
of Noah Webster, ^et us now Judge him as a Federalist journalist
by what appeared on the pages of his journals. Like most Federalists
he wanted the government in the hands of the wisest and most
capable. Read his indictment of young men, written when he
was thirty-six years of age. " In all ages of the world young
men have thought old men fools, and in all ages old men have
known young men to be fools,"
" Connecticut is the state now most distinguished for
1. Herald
.
May 4, 1796
2. Herald
. June 15, 1796
3. Herald
.
Nov. 3, 1794.
••
t
_
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patriarchal influence, and is beyond comparison the most free
as well as the most happy state in America Let
me live where the councils of old men are deemed wisdom, and
f
1
experience the most venerable instructor, "
-
He claimed that tyranny of the rule of the people was much
worse than the tyranny of one man, "to will be said that I am
writing a libel on popular governments. I am so, if by popular
government is meant a government by the people in person or
by town meetings. This is the worse, because the most tyrannical
2
government ever yet attempted, 11
"The only way for the people to rule is to elect representa-
tives and thett leave them free to aaJte laws according to their
best Judgement • The more dependent the representative
is on the people, the more liable to be biassed by their whims
and mistakes against his own Judgement Were the whole
body of electors to meet in a leglslfcture, they would from the
Impulse of passiois inflamed by designing men, be exposed to
continual errors, and would commit ten mistakes in legislation,
where a small number of judicious representatives would commit
one." 3
"Property owners make the safest office holders, since men
without property are more open to corruption in office." 4
It was essential to the Federalist that the central govern-
ment be strengthened and a national feeling created rather than
a strong feeling of loyalty to state governments. This feeling
V/ebster expressed when he wrote, "It is the business of govern-
ment to give us as much as possible a national character, to
5
nationalize our opinions, our manners, our business and habits."
"How is it to be expected that the different state le^is-
6
latures can Judge of the great interests of the whole union*"
"Many men have dreaded a consolidation of the states. All
1. Herald
. Nov. 3, 1794
2. Ibid., Dec. 8, 1795
3. Ibid-, March 19, 1795
4 « 53« • July 15, 1797
5« Feb. 10, 1796
6, TOT.. March 22, 1797
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my fears for the liberty and prosperity of my country are for
want of a further union and consolidation of powers in the gen-
1
eral government, ",
Neutrality
When Webster began publishing his papers the great question
before the country was whether Washington could control public
opinion sufficiently to carry out his policy of neutrality, or
whether the new Democratic Clubs founded by Genet would override
it, Inflame the passions of the people against England, and force
the country to go to the aid of France. Bache and Preneau were
striving to cast public opinion in such a mould. With the first
number of the Herald which was for rural circulation Webster
began a drive against Republicanism, the influence of the clubs,
and the feeling of hostility towards England. "Americans, take
warning, Jacobin Clubs are good at pulling down government, but
2
where such clubs exist, liberty can not exist." He showed how
France had changed since their Revolution begali, so that the
cause which many wanted to aid was quite different from that of
real liberty, equality and fraternity. To be sure the people
remembered Lafayette with gratitude. Lafayette had not changed,
but the people of his country had. France no longer had any
fixed standards of political right or wrong other than the whims
of the populace. They wished for liberty without knowing what
form of government would secure them that liberty. Yet even after
the execution of the French king Americans were singing French
songs, wearing tri-colored cockades, and shouting for France and
3
liberty.
1. Herald
.
March 27, 1797.
2. Ibid . . June 7. 1794.
3. TBTd . . Nov. 6, 1794
•
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"We have got rid of the English master to lay our nation
and country at the feet of Frenchmen. One of our Democrats
has lately said, 'If the French nation should attempt to conquer
this country, he would make ho resistance, ' A mighty tame spirit,
this! Americans, if the English are haughty and insolent, the
French are an intriguing people. Treat both nations as they 1
deserve, but learn to be the dupes of neither. Be real Americans! -
"Whenever men are disposed to intrigue to advantage, they
do it most effectively under cover of the utmost friendship.
In short, if we lose our freedom, it will not be taken away from
us by violence and open hostility; but we shall be betrayed by
a kiss."
Although these were strong sentiments, they were undoubtedly
wise. Had the United States, a new country not yet six years
old, gone to war against England because of sympathy with France,
it would probably have spelled ruin.
The Jay Treaty.
In the year following the Genet affair there was great
danger ©f a war with England from other reasons than an alliance
with France. It started over commerce. When France became
engaged in war with England, she threw open her West Indian trade
to neutrals* The United States made haste to take advantage
of this. We did not reckon on England's determination to crush
France at any cost. Therefore we were displeased when she ordered
our ships in the French West Indies to be seized. Later, however,
she modified this to apply only to ships carrying goods from the
Islands to France. The Republicans seized upon this trouble as
campaign material. They 'tried harder than ever to stir up the
war passions of the people, and thus oust the Federalist from
power.
There were other grievances too against England. The Treaty
of 1763 had not been carried out. The British were still in
possession of posts in the Northwest. American ships were stopped
1. Herald. June 19, 1794
2. TEld.
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on the high seas and searched for contraband goods and for
deserters. American seamen were often impressed into the British
navy. England also refused to recognise what we claimed to be
the right of neutrals Lhat free ships make free goods. Just as
these causes for war were, a policy of neutrality in 1794 was
as necessary for the preservation and independence of our union
as at the time of the Genet affair in 1793. Peace, however
unpopular was necessary if a strong union was to be built on the
foundations already established. Commerce was likewise
necessary. If our trade was restricted, imports shut off, we
should have no tariff, no national credit. If war could be
postponed, the United States would gain time to develop in
population and resources and a national spirit until she should
have strength enough to gain commercial Independence by fighting
as a last resort. These circumstances explain the acts of Wash-
1
ington and the Federalists during the following two years.
-
Since we could not afford war, it seemed best to send an
envoy extraordinary to iSngland. Washington considered Adams,
Hamilton, Jay and Jefferson. Robert Morris advised against
Adams and Jefferson. The choice lay then between Hamilton and
Jay. Randolph worked hard to oppose Hamilton's appointment.
Washington himself hesitated since Hamilton did not have the
confidence of the country, having expressed strong opinions a-
gainst the French Revolution. Therefore Jay was chosen, although
the Republicans did their best to defeat his appointment since
they considered him pro-British. Nevertheless his appointment
2
was confirmed, and he sailed for ulngland May 12, 1794.
1. Bemis, Samuel F.
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How much influence the Minerva and the herald exerted at
this time can not be easily estimated. Certainly these papers
were not silent. The Herald of June 7,-1794 contained the fol-
lowing paragraph in an article about the adjournment of Congress.
"The madcaps who would do anything to widen the breach
between Great Britain and this country; everything to irritate,
and nothing to get ready They very confidently opposed
negotiating with Great Britain, and tried to put a negative on
Chief Justice Jay's appointment as an envoy. They hate ^reat
Britain more than they dread war An envoy and a well
qualified one had been sent. There is good prospect of success* but
even in case of bad success, the country will gain time and credit
for temper, Justice and wisdom."
In November Webster wrote as follows.
"The interference of the executive in tne appointment
of Mr. Jay was a still more illustrious example of the happy
state of his power Had the executive been weak, or the
magistrate pusilanlraous, parties were ripening for open hostility,
and Congress would have divided into open factions. I firmly
believe the executive prevented this calamity." 1
Now we should follow day by day the proceedings of such
negotiations. In 1794 with no cable, no radio, irregular and
slow mail despatches the country settled down co months of waiting
the outcome of Jay's mission. >it political gatherings and
celebrations toasts were drunk to his success, such as, "May the
embassy of John Jay prove as beneficial to his country as his
appointment was important, and may his services be rewarded
2
with the gratitude of his fellow cioixen6."
On November 19, 1794 the treaty was signed. Two copies
were sent to America since Jay was not coming until Spring. It
was not until March that Washington received one copy, the other
having been thrown overboard to escape French capture. All that
the peopife knew was that the treaty had been signed, and an extra
session of the Senate called for June 8, 1795. Even the Senate
1. Herald
.
Nov. 17, 1794
2. Ibid ,, Feb. 25, 1795
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when it finished its work on the Treaty ordered that its contents
were not to be made publie until Washington saw fit. State-
ments, however, were appearing in the papers, inaccurate and
harmful to the Federalist cause. Washington directed that the
whole treaty be published. Senator Kason of Virginia, feeling
bound by no restrictions, just before Washington was ready to
publish the treaty, sent a copy of it to Bache, who published
1
it in the Aurora . June 29, 1795.
On the first of July Webster published a Ctpyof the Treaty
In the Herald . This copy was given by a citizen from memory.
On July 4 he published an authentic copy with the news that the
Senate had ratified on condition that Article 12 of the Treaty
be suspended. The country was in a furor when the terms of the
Treaty became known. Many felt that it settlec none of the
grievances, and even insulted the United States. Se great was the
rage and disappointment even ofi some of the federalists that
it was doublful whether the country would stand by Washington
if he should sign it. Yet Webster urged the ratification of the
Trea ty
.
"Many parts of the Treaty were misrepresented and Jacobins
have clamored at the Treaty and condemned it iJi gross. This
shows an unrelenting spirit of party and faction. They have
condemned the work before it was published to prejudice the pub-
lic mind. If it is not satisfactory, more is gained than is
conceded in regard to commerce, and peace and neutrality is
preserved." 2
The last of this quotation contained the key notes of the
situation. Was the treaty worth peace and neutrality? The
Federalists said, yes; the Republicans, no. To understand
whether Webster's journalism at this -time had any value or not,
1 .McMaster, John Bach, The American People
. Vol.11, pfil6.
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we must not forget the condition of the country at the time,
and the probable effects of a war with England. To determine
whether the Treaty was worth peace or not, and therefore whether
Webster's work was worth while or not, let us examine the Treaty.
It contained ten permanent articles. The rest was a treaty
commerce widely at variance with Jay's instructions. In the
articles of the first part provision was made for the surrender
of the posts by June 1796. There was to be a Joint commission
to settle claims in regard to hindrances to payment of British
debts by American debtors, and damages due to the seizing of
American ships by the British.
Article XII, rejected by the Senate, allowed American
trade with the West Indies in vessels of not more than seventy
tons displacement. It forbade our ships to carry molasses,
sugar, cocoa, and cotton from the Islands or any of ©ur ports
to any part of the world except the United States. In the treaty
of commerce were articles allowing the United States free trade
with the East Indies, and -England free navigation of the
Mississippi. Americans commissioned against England were to
be treated as pirates. No enemy of England could fit out pri-
vateers in our waters. Nothing was said about impressment of
of sailors. Our views on the right of search and contraband
goods were not conceded.
Webster began a defense of the Treaty In the Herald of
July 6, 1795. In this he picked out particular articles which
had been criticised, and explained and defended each. For
example article VII said that England would pay damages for
American ships injured during the Revolution. We in turn were
1. Bemis, Jay's Treaty
. Chap. 13
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to pay damageg due to the capture of English vessels taken
within the limits and jurisdiction of the states, ©r taken by
vessels originally armed here. This Webster interpreted to
mean that the United States should pay only for captures that
could have been prevented, and not for those due to vessels
armed here against our will.
Articl IX said that British subjects holding lands here
should continue to hold them, and not be treated as aliens.
This Webster claimed applied only to those holding lands here at
the time of the signing of the Treaty, not before.
Ke called attention to the fact that the first ten articles
were permanent. The following ones were only temporary. They
could be discontinued after two years, v.hen there might be peace
between England and -France. He made no objection to the sus-
pension of the twelfth article respecting our trade with the
West Indies.
Article XIII he praised because it gave us definite rights
of trade with the East Indies. These rights we had formerly
had only by special permission. He found no reason for objecting
to Articles XIV and XV, which granted to England the rights of
the most favored nation, and equalized the tonnage duties be-
tween England and the United States, because this was no different
from the custom already existing between France and England.
Article XVII was not open to criticism because it was in
accordance with the existing law of nations, namely that vessels
detained on suspicion of carrying contraband goods should be
taken to the nearest port and the goods seized; that goods of
a friend in a vessel of an enemy were free, whereas goods of
r
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an enemy in a vessel of a friend were lawful prize. If treaties
were made inverting this rule, it was due merely to the accom-
modation of the nation concerned, not the general law of nations.
Jefferson himself had upheld this rule when Genet had complained
that French property had been taken by the British from American
ships.
Webster upheld Article XVIII which was that provisions
were to be considered contraband if the law of nations should
so consider them. Article XIX required commanders of privateers
before being commissioned to give security to guarantee against
damages which might be committed during the cruise contrary to
the tener ef the Treaty. This he pointed out was the same
requirement made in our treaty with Holland.
It was just, he said, that Article XXI should forbid our
citizens to engage in foreign war, for if one man was allowed
to go, ten thousand could also go. This of course would affect
our neutrality. The clause that those who accepted commissions
from foreign countries to arm vessels against a country ~with
which we were at peace should be considered pirates was nothing
new. It had been put into every treaty of the century.
Great objection had been raised to Article XXIV on the
ground that it violated out> treaty with France. This article
forbade privateers commissioned from any state at war with either
party (for instance France at war with j£ngland)[ to arm their
vessels, sell their prizes, ©r provision their ships in any
American port. According to Webster's interpretation we still
held to our treaty with France, allowing no enemy of hers to
arm privateers, or sell prizes in our ports. Neither woul* we
i
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allow France herself to do this. Therefore we were free to tell
England that her enemies could not arm privateers in our ports.
Article 77V said expressly that nothing in this treaty
should operate against our existing treaty with France. For
example under the existing treaty French privateers could come
into our ports, even though that contradicted our treat^r with
England, and British privateers could not enter our ports. But
should England be at war with some country with -hich we had no
sitoilar treaty, then privateers of that country could not enter
our ports, while English privateers could.
This explanation, interpretation, and defense of each separ-
ate article in the Treaty reminds one of similar action at the close
of the World War. Then propohents of the League of Nations went
through each article of the League Covenant with explanations
as to its meaning, and arg vment* in favor of each article. It
is noteworthy to recall that many who argued most loudly against
the famous Article 7 had not read the whole covenant. Conditions
in regard to this treaty of Noah Webster's time were not so dis-
similar.
Washington, Hamilton and Jay were bitterly criticised for
their part in the Treaty. On the night of July ^ there had been
an attempt in Philadelphia to burn Jay in effigy before Washington's
1
home on Market Street. It was the duty of the Herald to check
this stream of abuse. Articles like the following appeared. A
letter from Washington to Putnam was printed in "hich he said that
the sin of Republics was ingratitude. This he had received in return
2
for preserving neutrality.
In another issue Jay ^as exonerated.
1. Brers, Claude, Hamilton and Je£^rson, p 27*4-
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"That the treaty is less favorable than many people expected
is not the fault of the envoy who negotiate! it
He made the best treaty that he could, and if it i3 not for the
interest of the United States, the blame must fall oil the Senate
who ratified, not on the minister who negotiated it.
To abuse a man for not gaining points with Great Britain,
an old powerful j commercial nation its supereminent inplati-
tude , and tends to discourage all public men from undertaking
nublic commissions." 1
By July 15 Webster was telling his readers that the ferment
excited by the treaty was dying down. The more the treats was
being read, the less objectionable it appeared, and many men
who execrated the treaty before they read it ^vere now saying
it ^vas not so bad as they thought. Others were saying that they
believed it ^vas as good as any that could be obtained. All
2
candid men agreed to exonerate Jay from any censure.
He printed in the same issue an appropriate poem from a
contributor
.
n 1 Twas he for public good employed,
parties' petty claims destroyed;
Our feud3 with England done away,
Fraternity now smiles by Jay.
Hail him Father of the land,
Blest ^ith legal, just command,
Public good, impartial sway 3
Shall mark the views of Patriot Jay."
Webster struck at the noisy opponents of the Treaty who
had not studied it or even read it by printing directions, such
$
a3 "Requirements for deciding on the Treaty?.
Z. To read the treAy and understand it.
II. To understand the La? of Nations.
III. To read and understand all our existing treaties with
other nations.
IV. To know the state of commerce not only of the United
States, but of most of the trading nations of Europe.
1. Herald
,
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A subscriber upon reading and digesting this should have con-
cluded that the decision were best left in the hands of trained
experts like the president and the Senate.
Town meetings were held throughout the country, denouncing
the treaty, and petitioning the president not to sign it. Al-
though the Federalist side seemed to be the losing one, stanch
Federalists still stood by the Treaty as a better course than war.
Webster continued his attempts to change existing public opinion.
Sometimes it was by means of satire. He described a general meet-
ing of Disorganization in the United States at the Club Hall with
Citizen Faction in the chair. The meeting passed the following
resolutions. In case disorder and tumult be ultimately crushed
in France, they should find a refuge in the United States. That
the word liberty signified the right of throwing stones and hiss-
ing at those who trie^ to argue with us. That equality was the
right of the people to do themselves what the lavs said the
representatives should do. That hereafter all treaties should
be ratified in to-n meet< *s. That if any treaty fas ratified
by the Senate, if we did not like it, we would have town meetings
called and the whole treaty damned before it was read.. That if
any should want to read the treaty first, always have some noisy
fellow to urge the danger of delay. That to secure a majoritv
of people at these meetings, spread a number of misrepresentations
to alarm them. That the ship carpenters should be told that no
ship of over seventy tons could ever be built. Journeymen,
apprentices , etc . should be told that the treaty would lower wages
to three shillings a day. That "if any one offered to discuss
the treaty, he should be stoned or hissed down, for we could do
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this muoh better than we could argue or reason. It w©u!& not take-
1
half so much time to decide questions by stones as by arguments.
Webster told his readers that every attempt of the towns
to influence representatives of the nation -vas an attempt to
make a part govern the whole. The representatives must act for
the good of the whole. Those who opposed the Treaty and the gov-
ernment should be sent to make a better treatv. "We should
2
find they would come home very candid men."
Probably the most telling blo-vs in defence of the Treaty
were struck by Camillus and Curtius through the Minerva and
reprinted in the Herald. In July Webster copied into his paper
a series of letters signed Decius , which contained article by ar-
ticle a denunciation of the Treaty. Dedius was Brookhart
Livingstone, who had been m©3t conspicuous in the New York meetiag
against the Treaty. Shortly afterwards in the same paper
Web3ter printed a series of articles in defence of the Treaty
signed Camillus . Some of these were written by Hamilton, and
some by King. Along with these appeared a series bv Curtius,
none other than ^oah w ebster himself, on The Vind ication of the
Treaty. In the first article he answered ^eclus's objection
that the Senate had ratified because of party spirit. Had this
been true, they would not have thrown out Article XII. As
to the objection to the fecreoy that had for months been maintained
about the Treatv, this was nothing new in making treaties.
Decius complained about the slaves being carried off by the
British during the Revolution, about which the Treaty made no
redress. Curtius maintained that the British could not be compelled
1. Herald, July 29, 1795
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to return these slaves since they had entered the British lines
of their »wn accord during the war,$hereby becoming British pro-
perty. Cuttius justified the British in the delay in evacuating
the posts in the Northwest. In 17^3 we had agreed to place no
hindrance in the way of payment of debt3 due British merchants.
Vet Virginia and South Carolina had suspended action on British
debt3. The British would not surrender the posts until these
debt3 were secured. Instead of finding out -who had first infringed
the Treaty of 17#3> Jay had done well to proceed straightway to
an amicable settlement of differences.
Decius objected to Article III granting free inland trade
to the United States and Canada, since England got a larger ter-
ritory in which to trade. Curtius pointed out that this would
would encourage our frontier trade. We wished to encourage Canada
1
to send skin3 here.
Curtius could see no sense in the objection to having a
commission to settle questions concerning debts and captures.
A war would certainly not settle these questions. As to the ob-
jection that there would be much delay, Decius -hould remember
that all the documents relating to the question of legal captures
must be produced. There had been great delay in getting damages
from France through her admiraltv courts.
Decius did not like Article T which forbade the sequestra-
tion of debts and the confiscation of business shares of another
nation. This, however, replied Curtius was just what was needed
to strengthen our credit, and to bring capital into the country.
Webster's clearness of thought is shown in his summary of
1. Herald
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the first te» articles tf the Treaty under the heading, What
Have We Gained For the Concessions in the First Articles ?
1. Western posts without bloodshed.
2. Promise of complete indemnity for all unlawful spoliation
of our trade after the tribunal ascertains the amount.
3. Liberal and permanent commerce between out frontier and Canada.
*J-. Blessings of peace.
Then under the heading, What Hav e We Conceded? he answers;
1. To pay suck losses as the British creditors suffered in their
debts by legal impediments when ascertained by a tribunal.
2. To pay for vessels oaptured within our territory contrary to
the law of nations.
3. To alio** a liberal and permanent commerce between Canada and
our interior possessions.
In a later issue of the Herald Curtius defended even the
spurned Article XII on the ground that it was only temporary.
After two years it could be changed . If discussion failed to
change this, we would still have the first ten articles. He
thought we were lucky to gain permanent trade with the East
Indies from Article XIII. Without this our trade to every 3ritish
2
post could be stopped by a nod of the British executive.
Another complaint of Decius-s was that we ^ere allowed
free trade in Europe only with 3ritish dominions. Curtius argued
that it was not the area that was important in trade. Even were
England no larger than New York, its trade was double or treble
that of the United States. This trade we had access to by Article
XIV. Since we had no colonies to allow England to trade with,
it was hardly to be expected that England would allow us to trade
^ith hers. Which, asked Curtius, was more liberal, England or
France? England had opened all her ports in Europe, France, one
1. Herald
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tr more; England her East Indian trade, France, none.
Although by Article XV Bngland was to be treated on the foot-
ing of the most favored nation, and would tax our tonnage im
propotion to what we taxed hers, yet justice and the spirit of
ac c oramodat ion would procure more advantages than a revengeful,
retaliating, hostile disposition.
Curtius wondered how Decius could claim that in Article
XVII *e were relinquishing the right to prevent the capture of
vessels carrving contraband. We had never possessed it. Jefferson
had said that free ships did not make free goods. Curtius
admitted, however, that in Article XVIII we had a just cause for
complaint about the list of contraband goods which included all
articles used in ship building. This favored British superior-
ity on the sea. Nevertheless, he argued, this was a poor time
to get justice from England because of her war with France.
At least here was a list of articles that all merchants might
kno-*, whereas the law of nations was les3 weil known.
He thought that Article XIX might prevent impressment
because it provided against ill usage which subjects of neutral
powers were liable to receive from commanders- of ships of war
1
and privateers.
In answer to Decius' s objections to Article XXI that England
would treat as a pirate any one accepting letters of marque or
a commission from a foreign po-rer, Webster reminded him that we
had this same clause in our treaty with France. It was this ten-
dency to make no complaint about what France required from us,
1. Herald
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but to object to whatever England required, this partiality to
France, that caused all the difficulties that the executive had
encountered in trying to preserve peace.
Tn spite tf what Decius might say this treaty was recipro-
cal, even though one nation might make but little use ©f its
right. It was equality in principle even though one country
had only one port and the other one thousand, and they had both
agreed to open their ports to each other.
The great aass of people are not competent to judge what
is or is not for our public interests in complicated negotiations
and national compacts, and unless they repose confidence in pub-
lic characters, we shall be forever embroiled in factions." 1
Having explained each article separately, Curtius went on
with more general arguments in favor of the Treaty. He showed
up the fallacy of thinking that France had all but conquered
England, and that therefore she would make great sacrifices to
have peace and commerce with the United States. We should not
expect anything from the good will or generosity of the British
or anv other nation. We should instead address ourselves to the
interest of the nation concerned. No nation would sacrifice
more than it required. We were not in a position to command any
foreign nation to enforce our claims, or to compel the exercise
of justice. To be sure war could be used to adjust differences,
but after the war was over the old disputes would remain, and new
one3 originate. (These arguments could well be used for the
Kellogg Peace Pact, the World Court or the League of Nations.)
Why, continued Curtius, not leave the management of the Treaty
where the Constitution had paaced it? why suspect men have grown
1. Herald
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traitors? The Treaty wag not altogether satisfactory, but if
carried into effect, it would not be followed by any dangerous
consequences. Opposition to the Treaty, however, wpuld embroil
the country in war. If we should get into war, it would be the
people and not the government who would be answerable. One party
wished to draw closer our alliance with France, even at the hazard
of war with all the world. Our government wished perfect neutral-
ity towards all the powers at war, uninterrupted peace. On
which side would good men ran?re themselves?
In this controversy over the Jay Treaty we find Webster,
especially in the Curtius articles, at his height as a journalist.
He was master of satire and eloquence. The final outcome wa3 a
tribute to the power of his pen, when it is remembered that he
was on the unpopular side. That Jefferson was hit by Webster's
writings, although he did not know the author of them is shown
by the following letter to "adison, written Sept. 21, 1795.
" I send you by post one of the pieces of Cur-
tius lest it should not have come to vou otherwise. It is evident-
ly written by Hamilton, giving a first and general view of the
subject, that the public mind mi^ht be kept a little in check,
till he could resume the subject more at large from the beginning,
under the second signature of Camillus I gave a copy or
two by way of experiment to honest, sound hearted men of common
understanding, and they were not able to parry the sophistry
of Curtius. I have ceased therefore to giva them. Hamilton is
really a eol#ssu3 to the anti-republican party For God's
sake, take up vour pen, and srive a fundamental reply to Curtius
and Camillus." 2
Pufus King said that the papers of Curtius had operated
more powerfully than any other publications in calming the public
mind, and restoring confidence in the administration being from
their stvle and structure peculiarly adapted to the comprehension
3
of the great body of people.
1. Herald , Aug. S, 1795
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Even after the articles by Camillus and Curtius were finished
the Minerra and the Herald continued to argue for the Treaty,.
They answered criticisms, defended Washington, and explained the
advantages of peace. Somebody worried for fear that the articles
cf Camillus would harm Webster's papers since there was no variety
in these articles. The same critic thought the articles useless
since he believed the opinions of men to be irrevocably fixed.
Webster's retort was that men who came uhder th$- leadership of
thege who represented the Treaty as worse than it was did have
their opinions fixed, but that great numbers had read every word
by Camillus and the other writers who had been of great assistance
1
in forming just ideas of the Treaty.
Sometimes an apt anecdote served as an argument. For
example to a town meeting in Plymouth, Massachusetts came a poor
man, ^h© had not attended such a meeting for years. When a^ked
the reason for his attendance, he replied that he understood
there was one, Mr Treaty, that intended to put us under the rule*
of Great Eritain. He had come tc vote against him. Besides he
2
was to have nine barrels of sugar for his attendance.
The foolishness of holding to ancient grudges was shown
when he wrote,
" Opposers of our government urge the enmity of the British
nation as a reason why we ought never to forget or forgive their
injuries, and never make a treaty with them When hostili-
ties end, parties should take each other by the hand and forget
quarrelo. Bleosed be our lot, we are out of the clutches of
Great Eritain, we are not yet in the cla^s ©f France nor of the
Democrats'. Heaven grant we never mav be'." 3
^hen Washington '^as severely criticised, articles like
this appeared,
1. Herald, Dec. 9,1795
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" It will certainly be an unusual phenomenon in the life
©f this great man, if he has in this one instance been misled
from his duty into any fatal error. The people have not condemned
t£e Treaty. Some have. But if two thirds did, it is no proof
that the Treaty is bad. The president §as better means of inform-
ation than the people. Large popular meetings are always guided
by passion. " 1
Webster had rcueh to say against war. We had nothing to
gain and everything to lose if we got into war. To be sure the
British ministry knew no rule of justice, aad never hesitated to
rob and plunder any nation. Yet the only question for us was
how we should expose our nation to the least degree of their
piracies, war was no frolic in which honor was secured by prowess
and triumph. A real statesman saw war in the light of fire,
pestilence, murder and robbery united Where was the
man who would dare to arraign the policy of negotiation? Even
if the losses of our merchants *rere to ultimately fall on the
United States, if negotiation secured peace to our country
the question of policy would be decided as in favor of the measures
of the executive. A sinple year's war would cost vA five times
the losses of our merchants.
" Counsellors of America vhv shall engage in war from any
motive but the absolute and unavoidable necessity of self defence
will deserve the displeasure of all good citizens, and be numbered
among the enemies of our happiness." 2
War is an infinitely greater evil than the injuries we
have endured
.
n 3
The clubs were continually attacked.
n My countrymen, it is yet a question whether we are to
be governed by our constitution and the virtuous Washington or
by Democratic Clubs, directed by French emissaries. Beware of
petitions no^ circulating against the Treaty Reject these
petitions, for by supporting them, you may sign the death warrant
of the Constitution and independence." k
2.
3.
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Clubs are at work all over the country to rally t*wn meet
ings to set themselves against the Treaty." 1
Finally the popular agitation died down. On February 29.
1796 Washington signed the Treaty, and laid it before the House
for the necessary money appropriation for its execution. This
caused more discussion and opposition. It -was even demanded by
opponents of the Treaty that Washington lay all the papers con-
cerning the Treaty before them. This he refused to do on the
grounds that it was an encroachment on his power. On May 3, how-
ever, the appropriation bill was passed. Webster concluded the
matter with this comment the next day.
" Nothing but party spirit could have prevented men from
admitting the propriety of executing the Treaty." 2
Election of 1796
There was little rest for the Federalist press even after
the accomplishment of the Jay Treaty. The election of 1796 was
approaching. Vere than that trouble was brewing With ^reance,
since she was not a$ all pleased with our ratification of the
Treaty. The Democrats, too, were still svmpathetic with France
and hostile to England. Washington retired worn out with abuse.
John Adams ran as his successor against Jefferson, the Republican
candidate. It was a campaign of mud slinging with France an in-
terested spectator, for the enforcement of the Treaty depended
on which partv should come into power. The French minister, Adet 1
functions were suspendedin order, the Federalists thought, to
frighten the people into voting for Jefferson out of fear of
otherwise bringing on a war with France. Naturally this brought
1. Herald , Oct. 2k, 1795
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on a new denunciation of France and the Pepublican papers. They
were obliged to continue defending Washington and his successor.
Webster grew more bitter, as in this reply to an accusation in
the Argus that the government was hostile to France. " Know,
Peptile, that a respect for the la^vs alone will save you from
the prompt vengeance of an insulted people."
In replv to the rumor that France would make war on the
United States if Adams was elected, Webster wrote,
"Tilt French make war on the United States for not choo§inff
their favorite president! Insolence and tyranny!!! Generous
allies indeed!!!' There is not a despot in Europe except the
Tigress of the North that has attempted thus to dictate to other
nations!! Hr Jefferson is not chosen president thanks to the
integrity and independent spirit of the nation." 2
The Herald had previously exhorted the people thus,
"Americans attend; you have now to contend with tyr-
anny under the deceitful but fascinating cover of Republican
fraternity. Be vigilant, be firm. y©ur election is at hand.
If you put into office men who favor the insidious wiles of their
pretended friend, you endanger your whole fabric of government
and freedom." 3
The election was close. Adams won with 71 votes, and
Jefferson due to intrigue within the Federalist party became vice-
president with 6$ votes. Webster 1 s last comment on the campaign
came in answer to an abusive attack made by Bache in the Aurora
on Washington. The occasion was Washington's retirement from
office. The attacV began, "Tv e source of all the misfortunes
of our country is reduced this day to a level with his fellow
citizens." Webster copied the whole article into his papers
with this paragraph attached,
" The following libellous invective was published in the
Aurora of Monday last, the 6th of ^March. It exceeds in virulenoe
1. Herald, Dec. 14-, 1796
2. Ibid. , Jan. 4-, 1797
3. Ibid . , Oct. 15, 1796
4. Bowers, Hamilton and Jefferson
, p Jll
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all the blackness and infamy that has stained the annals sf Repub-
lican ingratitude. Even France in the murderous history tf Jacobin-
ism exhibits nothing more spiteful. We give this invective a
conspicuous plaoe for the sane reasons that ruffians are gibbered,
to hold up to the public view a terrifying spectacle of the deform-
ity of faction. We mistake much if the printer of that libel-
a libel which amounts to a charge of high treason- could pass
through the eastern states without at least ©ne coat of tar and
feathers." 1
Events leading t© a state of war with France.
Tien the French heard of the completion of the Jay Treaty,
they claimed that it annulled the Treaty of 17&3 • They began
seizing ©ur ships. Hamilton thought we should send to France
an envoy extraordinary as we had done when we sent Jay to England.
Consequently Washington sent C. C. Pinckney. The country waited
to see whether he would succeed in making negotiations with France.
Webster occupied this time of waiting with editorials like the fol-
lowing.
"Interest unites all nations. Interest has united the United
States and France Look out you d© not make it ©ur interest
to dissolve the connect i©n. " 2
He continually warned his readers that France was becoming
more and more agressive. The European wars she was waging were
net wars ©f self defence, but wars ©f agression.
" France is becoming a mere military nation. war and plunder
beceme necessary t© her existence. Americans, take warning!" 3
when the governor ©f Vermont in his annual Thanksgiving
Proclamation called for prayers for the success ©f our allies,
Webster rebuked hjfe thus,
"T© pray for them(our allies) now is to pray for ambition
and tyranny, and for a continuance of the most murderous war that
has scourged Europe since the invasion of the tGoths . " k-
1. Herald ,March 11, 1797
2. Ibid., June 29, 1796.
1. Ibid. , Oct. 15, 1796
k. ToToT . ,Nov. 26, 1796
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Unlike William Cobbett, Peter Porcupine, Webster did not
argue for a British alliance. He continued to urge real neutrality.
" *e will never be slaves of Great Britain nor of France.
We will be free and independent Americans It is enoue-h
that we are Americans, that we have a country ©f our own, that
we have property and rights independent of Europe and all the
intrigues ....of her governments Our pride and our duty
should be to hold ourselves detached from all the jarring interests
which for years to come must keep Europe in perpetual agitation.
That freedom and the dignity of man may gain ground in the ferment
is our most ardent desire, but never let our freedom depend on
the fate of a foreign contest." 1
"Americans, beware! Be not misled by deception. You have but
one polar star to guide you, and that is National Independence.
When you see that foreign governments regard you as belonging to
a British or a French party, when thev speak of t^.is inlegislative
bodies, and in public gazettes, awaken from your slumbers; dis-
card the infamous charge of being tools of other nations; reassert
your dignity; unite under the American Fagle; and teach foreign
governments and their hosts of emissaries scattered among you,
that while you respect the sovereignty of a^-l nations, you know
ho"7 to protect your own .
Never, my fellow citizens, expect favor or generosity from
another nation. It is your interest and duty to do them justice
and it is equally your right and your duty to demand a return of
justice from them. Great Britain has a powerful interest in
protecting your commerce with her ports. Teach her and France
and all other nations that vou are disposed to be equally the
friend of all, but at the ^ame time , resolve at the hazard of
all that is dear to you, to be the slave of none. "2
The Federalist distrust and hatred of France increased as
the days went on. Webster's papers did much to keep this feeling
alive. In December 1796 he began another series of papers directed
to the people of TTnited States to show his views of French
conduct sinGe 1793. He began with Genet, shoring how he had tricked
the people, bribed printers to libel Wa^hin^ton. He gave an
account of a dinner which he had attended in August, at which
he had heard Genet say that the executive of the nation was under
the influence of British gold. Those who had from the first been
1. Herald , Nov. JO, 1796
2. Ibid
. ,
May 10, 1797
3. Ibid . , Dec. 17, 1796
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against the establishment of our national government visited
1
Genet. Thus began an alliance between anti-federalism and Frenchism.
After »Tr. Genet Mr Fachet was sent here with a new supply ©f gener-
esity and fair professions and a double share of duplicity. He
was found guilty of being in a conspiracy for a total change
in our government, an^ the separation of the western country
from the Atlantic states.
"It will be said that the French are no worse than the English*
but no one pretends that the British government has any friendship
for the United States or ever does acts of generosity. We all
aarree that our alliance with England is merely an alliance of
interest. No agent of the British government has ever attempted
to excite division between the people and the government. 3"
France quarreled with her neighbors in Europe to inflame
the people of France against monarchies and to divert public ©pinion
from the merits of the Pevolution to the necessity ©f protecting
the nation. She was also trying to revolutionize the neighboring
peopled
After this survev ©f the action- ©f France Webster published
a c©mpari8on ©f the promises and professions of France with her
declarations and actions. This he arranged in two parallel
columns headed, "Which C©lumn is to be Believed? A Curiosity
to the people of the United States. " Some ©f the contrasts were
as follows. In 1?91 France had promised n© conquests. In 1792
they conquered Savoy. They sought n© revenge nor reprisal. But
in 1792 they issued this statement, "All our enemies mu3t perish.
The dead alone d© n©t return." They had assured Holland that
thev entered as protectors and friends. Later they stated that
they had nothing in view but the interest of Republicans and the
1. Herald, Dec. 21, 1796
2. Ibid., Dec. 2g, 1796
3- IHd . , Jan. 7, 1797
4. T&m. , Jan. 21, 1?97
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glory of their armies. They had promised that they would be faith-
ful to their allies, but thev had seized United States ships.
Genet had been told to avoid reciiculous disputes about etiquette,
but the French minister, Adet, had complained that almanac pub-
lishers had listed^the names of British ministers before the French
in their almanacs.
Webster said he had little confidence in a nation so con-
tradictory. In declaring war France had declared it against
governments not people. (Webster could not forsee that an American
president in 1917 was to make a similar statement.) This poligy
he affirmed was the old Roman policy of "Divide and eonquer."
The series ended with Webster's views about clubs.
" The moment this project was announced in 1793 >
I set myself to unmask the views of the founders of private clubs,
and expose their dangerous effect to my unsuspecting fellow citi-
zens. I saw a league .... of societies disciplined to the order
©f cMefs whose views were concealed ever from the members them-
selves, and which must be crushed in its infancy or it would crush
the government The seizure of one hundred and fifty
vessels has done what insults of French ministers could not do.
It has brought Americans to their senses, it has compelled them
to esteem and confide in the French as little as they do in the
English, the Russians, the Spanish. To bring our fellow citizens
to this point has been the incessant object of our labors, and
when this object is gained by whatever means it may be effected,
our citizens will be free, and our Republic an independent and
respectable nation." 3
By the last of *farch disquieting news began to be circulated.
Monroe had been sent home from France with many regrets on the
part of the French. Pinckney had not been admitted. Webster
made haste to explain that this meant that Monroe had been approved
of because he was under French control, and represented a party,
not the nation. News travelled slowly in those days. The waiting
1. Herald , Feb. 1, 1797
2. Ibid . , Teb-. IS, 1797
3. Ibid . , March 1797
Ibid., March 29, 1797
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continued. In */ay Webster heard it a new French decree which
declared that all enemies' propertv ©n American ships was to be
seized, and that any American found ©n a British ship, although
impressed, was to be hanged as a pirate.
" This is an act of hostility The design id to brin
the disputes between this country and France to a crisis, and
compel us to abandon our connection with Great Britain and en-
counter France as an enemy." 1
Webster grew more and more violent.
" If the French can not detach the United States from their
commercial relations with Great Britain, or render our trade
less useful to that aation, war will be our portion. There is
no other alternative, and no man will hesitate a moment to say
that sooner than be compelled by France to abandon our commerce,
we will prepare our defence." 2
We were still unprepared for war as in the time of the Jay
Traty, but England had been willing to make a treaty with us,
even though a poor one. France was refusing all negotiations.
If this continued, war alone remained. Enough feeling must be
stirred up to insure necessary preparedness.
We learned officially by the last of May that France
had refused to receive Pinckney or look at his papers. The
Aurora justified this by the fact that Pinckney was an ordinary
minister, not extraordinary. To which Webster replied that this
was a quibble over names. He wondered how the French government
knew what kind of minister Pinckney was since they had never seen
his credentials.
It was reported that an American had been obliged to stand
talking to Mr. Delacroix for half an hour without being asked
to be seated. That did not escape Webster's notice.
"What a Frenchman not poll to, nay, even rude and uncivil?
«
to
Certainly, and that too is ©wing t© the British Treaty. That
treaty has furnished Frenchmen with a dispensation to treat Amer-
icans with a rudeness that a savage was never guilty ©f
The question with the French is not -"hat kind of envoy we send
©r what explanati®n we make, it is whether she is able by intrigues
©r force to bend us and all ©ther nations t© v er sovereign and
imperious will The United States will be the last victim
of her ambition merely because of the distance between the two
countries. But our time will come, nor will all the whinings of
of our Jacobins avert the evil." 1
X Y Z Affair
Although Webster and ©ther extreme Federalists felt that
war with France was inevitable, Hamilt©n and Adams thought the
United States still t©o weak. They made another attempt at ne-
gotiation by sending a commission composed of Pinckney, Marshall
and Gerry. This commission arrived in Paris in October 1797*
They were to present themselves to Tallyrand, minister of f©*©ign
affairs. Again came rep©rts ©f delay in receiving them. webster
claimed that this proved that the French ^ere trying to force
us to declare war ©n them, thus throwing the blame for war ©n the
2
United States.
"This silent contempt for our commissioners either proceeds
from a disposition to connect our destiny with that ©f England,
or from intenti©nal insult. The delay may proceed from
the idea of determining first the fate of England." 3
^ebster continued to discuss the prospect of war. He thought
there was little likelihood of many troops being sent over. Count-
ing our men, wealth, resources and u r ion he estimated that ©ur
strength wa3 f©ur times that ©f France. There wa3 little danger
•f ©ur c©mmerce suffering for Great Britain would be our friend,
and she commanded the seas. However,
"These re^^ks are not made to encourage war. G©d f©rbid. But
we ma,r
^
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our real strength and resources." -
" Whatever may be the issue of the strange events, we
think the American government must relinquish all hopes of
accommodating differences with this headstrong power, and
be prepared to act on the defensive." 2
By March 4 the president had received dispatches telling
of demands for money made by the French government before
our commission would be received. In April Adams laid the
whole matter before Congress substituting X Y Z for the names
of the French agents sent to treat with our commissioners, ilven
in this light of this some of the Republicans were opposed
to war preparations. Webster was now moulding public oplnien
to a war policy just as strenuously as three years before
he had been using his influence for a policy of peace. Wow he
derided the peace policy of the Republicans.
" The French are the only people on earth who can rob a
nation all the while, and make the people believe they are
doing them a favor, jet the resolution was brought forward in
Congress that notwithstanding the insults offered to
our messengers of peace, and the depredations on our trade,
it is expedient to show no resentment. This resolution is
calculated to impress ©n the French nation the idea that we
take it as a favor to be cuffed and kicked In short
it seems intended to let the French know how filthy votes they
and may count upon to oppose all measures of defence in the
United States," 5
n Philip ©f Macedon built up a party in Greece in his
favor by bribes and flattery. France is doing this in the
United States. Would to heaven we had like Greece a Demosthenes
As he ;did in the case of the Jay Treaty Webster again
made use of sarcasm in arousing feeling against France,
" $12,000,000 as a douceur to procure an opening to a
negotiation with th© French! Why, the Dey of Algiers was
purchased for $1,000,000. Merciful genius ©f the Terrible
Republic! Even Great Britain, that mercenary, proud, tyrannical
government which France and our democrats represent as worse
than Algiers, and even worse than the Devil himself not only
consented to open a negotiation without a bribe, but even
1. Commercial Advertiser
, Jan. 25, 1793
2. Ibid .. Feb. 26, 179b1 .
Ibid.. April 7.1798,
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concluded a treaty without one, and agreed to pay us back what
they had seized of ©ur property unjustly. $12,000,000 1 A
modest demand to be made by a generous Republic All this
our democrats ascribe to the British Treaty. If an earthquake
should overrun half our cities, it must and would be ascribed
to that treaty. $12,000,000!" 1
By April 18 Webster felt that his predictions for i five
years about the outcome of ©ur relations with France had come
true. He could not resist saying, "I told £©u so," to his
readers.
" I call t© witness the present communication of Congress
in unison with the preceedings of Prance for five years past
for the truth of what we assert, and what we have asserted from
the year 1794 that the whole system of the leading party in France
has been dictated by ambition, and pursued by fraud, injustice,
perjury, robbery and every species of crimes." 2
Since France had shown her hand active measures of defence
were necessary.
H Defeace is the rallying point. Defence of our sovereignty
and Independence and protection of our commerce. These are the
points in which all but traitors must agree; and traitors
must now be silent
When Europe is thus verging back towards barbarism, when law
is giving J>lace to force, and commerce is to be the object
of universal plunder, what shall we say? Shall we tamely
submit'/ Shall we yield the freedom of the seas, feed the
pirates who rob us, and become tributaries to France as well
as to Algiers? Let the spirit of America be consulted for an
answer." 3
A new series of articles was started in the Commercial
AdvertlseB on April 21, addressed, "To the Free, Brave, Uncorrupted
Citizens of the United States." Webster's warnings against
France were recalled, and the public urged not to declare war,
but to take firm and spirited measures of defence. He denounced
France again, first in regard to the demand for tribute.
" Pure, disinterested and undefiled Republic! Other states
©f Europe we are told have been obliged to buy peace with France.
1. Cemmerclal Advertiser, April 12, 1 798
2. Ibid .. April Id, 1798
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For four years they have made professions of friendship for
free men, said they would not interfere with other governments.
Now compare this with their open avowal to make the world
pay them tribute," 1
Secondly he denounced France for threatening the American
commissioners with the fate ©f Venice,
" If there is an animal bearing the human form born ©n
the s©il of America, whose blood does not b©il with indignation
at the base, the infernal suggesti©n, he has not the spirit
of a free man nor the nature of a man, he is a slave, a beast
of burden, and ought to be banished from human society till
his nails are as long as Nebuchadnezzar's. 2
Some of the dispatches said that France would tnrow the
blame or breaking off negotiations ©n the Federalist party, be-
cause all the dispatches of the commissioners had been published.
" Although the French have many friends in this country
who are fitted by their salaries or by prejudices to lick the
dust from the feet of their masters, yet this is not true of
the masses, who will be guided not from prejudice against
the French, but by their wish for independence." 3
iiven the advertisements in Webster's papers showed the
growth of the war spirit and the war propaganda. In the Commercial
Advertiser of May 1, 179*3 an advertisement announced that at
the New Theatre after a benefit performance of Love Makes, a
Man Mr. Williamson would sing a new song called "Hail Columbia,
Death or Liberty . "Webster fearing this might be overlooked,
called his readers' attention to it. He assured them it
would be sung with every assistance that true love of country
and zeal for the American cause could inspire, that he had no
doubt that the zeal of the performers would awaken the audience
to that pitch of enthusiara which so animating a subject must
at that critical moment inspire. On the next day he reported
that it was a very pleasing spectacle.
1. Commercial Advertiser, April 26, 1796
2
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" The applause so liberally bestowed on sentiments so
purely American shows that that ardor prava which so long debased
our citizens and degraded our country is banished with disgrace,
and has given way to emotions pure and patriotic, promising
safety, success and glory." 1
Federalist policies won in Congress. Measures for defence
were voted. In May Congress began to discuss an alien bill of
which Webster highly approved.
"Unless the Constitution can be amended in the article
which admits foreigners to offices and unless effectual measures
can be taken to check the influence which foreigners are using
in every quarter of our country, it is impossible to have
harmony or energy in our councils and our moral habits; our
institutions and our government will be gradually changed and
subverted." 2.
Again the Federalists triumphed. The Alien Law was
passed as well as the famous Sedition Law which was to prove
the ruin of the party.
Webster's Influence.
Influence is an intangibleTwlilch can not be easily measured.
Therefore it is difficult to determine now far Webster's journ-
alism was responsible for the achievment of Federalist policies,
or how great a service he rendered the country. Judging by our
standards his papers readied comparatively few in the country.
His semi-weeklies doubtless spread his ideas further afield
than the dailies. In comparison with other Federalist papers
of his time it seems fair to say that Webster was the foremost
journalist of his time. Fenno's Gazette of the United States
at the end of two years had a circulation of 1400, although he
admitted in 1791 that some of this included free copies, and
that his actual circulation was 1000. He had a continual
3
struggle to keep his paper going.
|« Cemmerglal Advertiser
.
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Porcupine' b Gazette edited by Cobbett was more successful. Soon
after it was started it had a circulation of 2000, although
1
it was abandoned after two years. Webster wrote that by 1797
the rapid increase of subscriptions t© the Minerva and the
Herald fead exceeded the most sanguine expectations of tne
publisher, and that he had a circulation of 1700, "an extent
ti
2
of circulation equalled by very few papers in the United States.
July 17, 179S he wrote to Pickering,
" The papers we publish have a very extensive circulation,
and I am told by men of the first respectability in Congress
and in the countrythat these papers have been greatly useful
to the public in the progress or the present troubles. Whether
tne£ flatter me or not I do not know. 1
It is safe to assume that Webster reached as many, if not
more, people than any other Federalist journalist of his time.
Hi 8 importance and influence may be judged by what his
opponents thought of him. Mr. Bache of the Aurora wrote t©
a friend,
" I send you a paragraph which is copied from the Wew
York Minerva , and I have underlined it with such observations
that naturally occurred. I look upon Noah Webster, Junior
as the colossus of the faction, Therefore I take his paper
to learn what they would be about. "3
Jefferson wrote to Madison August 12, 1601,
" Though I view Webster as a mwre pedagogue of very
limited understanding and very strong prejudices and party
passions, yet as editor of a paper he may be worth
striking." 4
We may also judge Webster's influence by the opinions
of his friends. Wolcott wrote from Philadelphia, Sept. 10, 1794,
"I hope you make money by your papers; they are the best
deserving o« support of any that I have seen. I take it for
granted, however, that you are in the same condition with some
others who do more good than they are paid for." 5
1. Bleyer, Main Currents In the History of Journalism. Ch.4
2. Herald
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3. Herald . Aug. 8, 1795.
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January 16, 1 79<3 King wrote to Webster from London,
"You have done much, sir, with the constant publications
with which you have labored to disabuse the public; but a
great deal will remain to be done, and no one among us is
better able to assist in the very important Department of the
Press than you are." 1
From a letter of Tlmpthy bickering's in 1796 we learn that
Webster sent six copies of the Herald to the State Department.
Five of these Pickering sent to ministers abroad to give them
a correct idea of public affairs. The sixth was kept in the
2
State Department.
A modern writer, James Melvln ^ee in his History of
American Journalism (p 134) says that Webster's editorials
were undoubtedly on the highest plane of any of the period, and
that the paper was the ablest edited of any Federalist daily.
Whether we caa prove any more than this about Webster's
Journalism or not, we know that during a critical period ©f
our country's history Federalism prevailed. The most capable
men ran the government. The people were obliged to wait for
a full share in governming until the government was firmly
established. A strong central government was built up. A policy
of neutrality was established that became a precedent for
the country. Although the Federalist views were finally
warped by a hatred for France, the great service of starting
a successful government and preventing its ruin by war had been
accomplished. To this cause Noah Webster gave all of his
mental and physical powers during the years 1793 to 1798.
1. Ford. Vol.I,o 433
2. Ford. vol.I,p405
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Summary
The purpose of this essay is to show that although Noah
Webster is now remembered chielly for having written a dictionary,
in 1793 to 1798 he was an influential journalist, as can be seen
from a study of his papers, The New York Minerva and the Herald,
which were later changed to the Commercial Advertiser and
Spectator respectively. 1793 to 1798 were the most important
years of Webster's journalism. After that he gave up an active
Interest In the papers. The Federalist party began to decline
after 1 798*
Political parties had started in the United States in
1788 at the time of the discussion over ratification of the
Constitution. The Federalist party favored ratification; the
Antl -Federalist party opposed it. The Federalists by reason
of their better organization and party machinery won. In 1791
when Alexander Hamilton proposed a plan for financing the
new government, parties again arose. Those agreeing with
Hamilton still called themselves Federalists. Those opposed
now called themselves Republicans because of a strong sympathy
with the Republicans in France. In general the Federalists
now believed in the rule of the most capable men of the country.
They had a strong distrust of popular government. They wished
a strong central government. The Republicans on the other
hand wished a real democracy. They wished to elevate the states
above the nation.
Both parties had newspapers to Influence public opinion.
The leading Federalist journal was Fenno's G-azette of the United
States ; the Republican, Freneau's National Gazette * Later
Bache published another Republican paper, the Aurora and Cobbett
ft
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a Federalist one called Peter Porcupine' s Gazette . The Gazette
of the Uni ted State s was not a financial success. The activities
of Citizen Genet in fitting out privateers, insulting the
government, and organizing Democratic Clubs made another Federalist
journal necessary. Noah Webster was persuaded by the Federalist
leaders to publish a daily, the Minerva and a semi-weekly,
the Herald in 179.>-1794.
Noah Webster was chosen because he was a strong Federalist
from a Federalist state. He had become known from his writings
on educational and political subjects, and from his labors
in behalf of copyright laws.
Ke announced that his papers were to be friends of truth
and impartial, but his Federalist beliefs were very evident
in all his papers. For example in the first Issues he had
many articles on the dangers of popular government, the superiority
of the rule and councils of old men to those of young men,
and the need for a foreign policy for our country of neutrality.
He distrusted France after the execution of the French king.
The first great national event that Webster dealt with
was the Jay Treaty. Although the UY.lted States had good
cause for war with England because that country had not executed
the terms of the Treaty of 1763 and had saized American ships,
and impressed seamen, Jay had been sent to negotiate a treaty,
since Washington fel$ that war would be ruinous to the young
country. The tr§£ty when it was returned to this country was not
made public after the Senate had voted Qn it and re<Jected
the twelvth article. A storm of protest arose from the people
especially the Republicans, when it was known. Nevertheless,
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it seemed best to the Federalists to accept the Treaty, poor
as it was, rather than go to war. Webster , first in his editorial
capacity, then as Curtius took the Treaty article by article
and defended it. He showed that only the first ten articles
which gave us *ur posts in the Northwest, and allowed settlement
of claims and damages by a commission were permanent. The
remaining articles could be changed at the end of two years.
He argued that more was gained than lost. We could afford the
loss of almost amount of money rather than the losses sure
tc come from war. He denounced the petitions sent against the
treaty to the president by town, meetings all over the country.
These weakened the power of the representatives of the people.
Perhaps as a result of this journalism the Treaty was finally
signed and adopted.
Soon after this came the election of 1796. The Republicans
bitterly assailed the Federalist candidate as well as Washington
because of the Treaty. France according to the Federalist
was watching with interest. She might declare war if a Republican
were not elected. Wrote wrote many articles rousing the
people against the Influence of France and the Republicans, and
defended Washington and Adams. The Federalists again won the
the election, although Jefferson became vice-president.
France felt that the Jay Treaty annulled the Treaty of
Alliance between her and the United States. She proceeded to
seize United States Ships. Instead of declaring war Adams
sent Pinckney to France to negotiate. France refused to
receive him. Then Webster exerted all his strength to stir
up the people. He feared that France was determined to make
war on the United States, and weshould be prepared. Adams sent
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a commission of three men to France. They too were refused
admission unless they should first pay a sum of money to
the French government. When Adams heard this, he laid the
whole matter including all the papers before Congress, sub-
stituting the letters X Y Z for the names of the French
agents concerned. Webster wrote more fervently than ever
for war preparations. Congress passed laws for this. -Later
Congress passed the famous Alien and Sedition Acts which
finally were to ruin the Federalist party.
It is hard to determine accurately Webster's influence.
His papers compared with others of his day had a large circu-
lation. He seemed to have enough influence to make Jefferson
fear nim since he urged Madison to attack him. His friends,
Wolcott, Pickering and King were loud in their praises of
his Journalism. They thought he exerted a great influence
on public affairs. The best tribute to his journalism is
the fact that Federalist policies prevailed during the years
1793-1798
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[ s Treaty . New York, MacMillan C©. 1923
Bowers, Claude, Jefferson and Hamilton. New York
,
Houghton
Mifflin Co. 1926
Ford, Emily Ellsworth Fowler, Notes on the Life of Noah Webster.
2 volumes. New York, Privately printed. 1912.
King, Charles R., Life and Correspondence of Rufus King. Mew York.
G.P.Putnam's Sons. 5volumes. Volumes I, II.
Morse, Anson, Federalism in Massachusetts. Princeton University
Library, 1909.
Purcell, Richard J., Connecticut in Transition. American Historical
Association
.
Scudder, Horace E., Noah Webster
.
American Letters Series. Boston
Houghton Mifflin Co., 1882.
The following books were helpful in parts.
Bleyer, Willard G.
.
Main Currents in the History of American Journalism
New York
,
Houghton Mifflin Co., 1927, Chap. 4~
Hudson, Frederick, History of Journalism in the United States . 169^"l87
New York, Harper Brothers, 1^73. Indexed references to journals
of Webster's time.
Lee, James Melvin, History of American Journal ism Easton, Houchton
Mifflin Co., 1917,p134 : l5^
McMaster, John Bach, The American People. D. Appleton.New York. 1693
7 volumes. Vol.11 p2t5~ff~
.
Parring ton, Vernon Louis, The Colonial Mind, New York, Har court
Brace Co., 1927, p 35c ff.
r
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